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Abstract
Taking care of technology for a dependant can be a daunting task. Often poorly resourced and lacking the formal
training and codes of practise available to professionals,
those giving informal digital care need to be understood
and empowered by the HCI community. These problems
are particularly challenging when people who share access
to devices must negotiate issues of privacy and security,
or when those giving care must do so remotely. For example, situations where one user is given responsibility for
devices in the home can further exacerbate existing power
asymmetries. Using insights from our past and current work
on technology adoption in smart homes, we illustrate the
reality of informal digital care and highlight how this reality increases the complexity of researching privacy and
requires a human-centered approach.
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•Security and privacy → Social aspects of security and
privacy; •Human-centered computing → Ethnographic
studies; Empirical studies in collaborative and social computing;
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Are we doing what is right, or are we doing what is convenient? In any discussion of care, whether for young, disabled, or elderly populations, the concept of duty of care
frames the training, processes, and practices that are put
in place to ensure that ethical and legal principles are adhered to by care providers to achieve a high standard of
care while protecting the dignity of the dependent population. This is commonplace in caring professions, however
informal carers—individuals who take on a caring role without being employed to do so—are not regulated, or subject
to codes of practice.
When it comes to IT and digital technology, despite a variety of professional services that can offer support to help
individuals with their IT needs, a great amount of IT work
and support is performed informally by parents, friends, and
relatives informally—we argue these can be thought of as
informal digital carers. These are trusted, well-meaning,
socially connected individuals who undertake support activities, offer advice, and help to enable others in achieving
their digital goals.
We argue that the caring perspective helps to uncover particular challenges for informal IT work. In particular we
note that informal digital carers are not trained, have few
resources, and do not have a code of practice to help them
achieve a good standard of work while protecting the dignity of the people whom they support. This is particularly
relevant in a discussion of privacy, as typical digital care
practices involve installing, configuring, managing, and even
acting on behalf of others. This involves a clear trust and
power relationship between the carer and the dependent,
however this relationship is seldom considered in the design of consumer digital systems and services.

Indeed, very few consumer products and services are designed with models of caring in mind, no codes of practice
have been published to guide carers (and dependents),
most security and privacy tools are intended for individuals to protect themselves, and training and education is
likewise aimed at helping individuals protect themselves.
There is one notable exception to this educational aspect:
the advice given around helping to protect children online.
Whilst this is helpful, it is only one example of an informal
digital caring relationship, and many other examples exist
(e.g. caring for elderly or ailing relatives, friends, or local
communities).
In this paper, we propose that informal digital care is a useful analytic perspective to help uncover ways of empowering
vulnerable populations by targeting their carers. We explore
this to unpack the principles of duty of care in this space,
and offer insights to help informal digital carers.

Context
Informal Support
Digital care and informal support are embedded in established social contexts (relationships, hierarchies, and moral
orders). Researchers found that helpers for home computer
support are rather chosen by social criteria, such as trust,
over practical considerations such as skill or ability [12],
and that such advice giving and receiving relationships are
accompanied by expectations of ‘continuity of care’ [11].
Such informal support relationships potentially amplify existing power imbalances and relationships in different ways.
Researchers have pointed out that access to informal support can be constrained by socio-economic status in that
finding advice can require people to leave social circles, e.g.
family or education [13]. Particularly with regards to privacy
and security, this can pose difficult challenges. Emami-

Naeini et al. point out differences in perceiving guidance
of friends and experts [3]. Experts might be more knowledgeable but questionable as to their motives. However, if
friends’ advice is in line with expert advice, this difference
diminishes. As a consequence, trust can be easily lost if
recommendations turn out to be unsuitable. Nthala and
Flechais find people suffer from outcome bias in arranging
for their security protection measures—judging that they are
doing the right things to protect themselves because they
believe that they have not experienced any problems [11].
Caring in Smart Homes
Because of its social and technical complexity, the smart
home represents a particularly challenging environment
for advice givers. Current research shows how shared
ownership of devices can lead to difficulties in managing
relationships: cohabitants share access to resource and
devices in the home, yet they have different preferences,
abilities, interests, and aptitudes [7]. This can often result in
discomfort, as one person accumulates increased levels of
control over devices in the home e.g. [5].
Within healthy/functioning social relationships, people share
access to and sometimes even ownership of devices. This
might be driven by the nature of devices, either being inherently shared or personal, but even personal devices can be
shared with friends or cohabitants [4, 8, 7, 17]. However,
the continued access to and control of smart home devices
can stress caring relationships [2, 15] and cause friction
when relationships break down [10]. By extension of the
home and informal support contexts, informal digital carers who might not even be living with the people they are
supporting face the challenge of navigating this context.
Generational Divides
Elderly people are somewhat more likely to be benefiting
from informal digital care [6, 16], sometimes as a result of

lacking the confidence to engage fully with contemporary
technology [6]. Relatedly, studies on how young children
understand privacy show that while they might have more
confidence with technology, they nonetheless lack the skills
required to accurately assess privacy risks beyond the interpersonal [18]. Privacy and security have been identified
as issues and concerns not only for the appropriation of devices by elderly people but also in situations of care. While
many smart home devices are designed for home care (ambient assisted living) [1, 9, 19], Hornung et al. identify a lack
of practice-based work to inform design for security and privacy in home care settings and provide insights on issues
of personal data management [6]. For younger dependants,
the prevalence of parental control apps is undermined by
the fact that children are rarely consulted during the design
of support tools and regulations [18].

Informal Digital Care
This is the challenging context in which informal digital care
is situated. Digital carers may discharge their responsibilities towards their dependants’ digital privacy to the best
of their ability, but however knowledgeable, skilled, and
experienced they might be with such matters, they also
face the challenge of having to navigate the murky waters
highlighted above. Not only do these situations represent a
power imbalance, as inhabitants struggle to organise and
negotiate use of technology in the home between them, but
the complexity of the task and nature of the social relationship require high levels of vigilance and circumspection:
practice-focused research to facilitate the work of digital
carers is needed. The privacy dimensions of care from a
carer’s perspective have not received much attention. As a
result, there is a lack of research trying to understand the
privacy work of informal digital carers for their dependants
and shedding light onto how it could be supported.

Our Research
In the course of our research, we have frequently encountered examples of parents looking out for their children
online, or children looking after their (usually elderly) parents’ IT needs, and have seen how unique challenges arise
for those providing digital care for others. Both our work and
others’ has highlighted how caring for technology follows
established social and familial relationships, e.g. recently [4,
7, 11]. As a consequence, those chosen to help might do
so less by their own choice and more order to follow social
obligations.
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We also find that ‘caring for technology’ can be bothersome,
both in the eyes of those needing help as well as those providing advice to others. This means that finding the time
and space to care for technology can be difficult, and we
find this amplified by expectations of ’continuity of care’ that
are common in such relationships [11, 8]. An ultimate consequence of this is that conversations about technology
in the home, especially related to privacy and security, do
not take place as frequently as they probably should. Keeping up with ever-changing requirements (and associated
devices and systems) in the home can be challenging: in
the hierarchy of everyday life goals and demands, issues of
privacy and security that appear important in isolation are
quickly postponed in lieu of the more immediate challenges
of daily life.

their devices might share data. The common understanding
generated by the probe also helped to prompt household
conversations around online security and privacy.
We are also in the process of conducting a longitudinal
study to disentangle privacy practices in smart homes. This
ethnographic study combines home visits with interventions
and participant diaries to capture communal and individual
perspectives on the use of internet-connected devices in
the home [7]. Families choose from a selection of security
cameras, voice assistants, and other devices. We are particularly interested in how families organise their daily life
around these smart devices. For example, tensions arise
from increased levels of responsibility and discomfort with
the levels of access assigned to a single person, or Google
forcing owners of their devices into data fuelled services.
But cameras are also used as enabling devices, for a family
father being frequently abroad but wishing to stay in touch
or even to ’help out’ by keeping the house safe, and for parents to be reassured of their children returning home from
school safely. The situations we encountered in our studies
appear benign, and they seem to work well with designers’
intentions and visions for the device to be used. However,
it is also easy to imagine that such situation can take turns
for the worse, and that the design of devices provides inadequate affordances to manage such situations.

At the Workshop
We have, however, made some advances in attempting
to understand and address these issues. Our paper at
CHI this year [14] explores the design space for privacyempowering tools in the connected home that combine
legible visualisations with education and actionable controls.
The six week deployment of our technology probe showed
how this approach can help address knowledge asymmetries by educating household members about how and why

We intend to bring our own research experience and the
idea of an analytic perspective of informal digital care to the
workshop table; and we are very eager to learn about and
discuss other perspectives on privacy that might allow us
to tailor our own privacy research to better understand and
help carers and their dependents.
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